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I love you 
as certain 
dark things 
are to be 
loved, in 
secret,  
between 
the shadow 
and the 
shoul.

-Pablo Neruda





Proclus

“Space is nothing other 
than the finest light.”















‘The use of such invalid scientific evidence (commonly referred 
to as “junk science”) has resulted in findings of causation which 
simply cannot be justified or understood from the standpoint of the 
current state of credible scientific or medical knowledge.

“Report of the Tort Policy Working Group on the causes, extent and policy implica-
tions of the current crisis in insurance availability and affordability” (Rep. No. 
027-000-01251-5). (1986, February). Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service 
No. ED274437) p.39









“The problem which troubled me 
at the time was neither, “When is a 
theory true?” nor “When is a theory 
acceptable?” my problem was differ-
ent. I wished to distinguish between 
science and pseudo-science;  
knowing very well that science  
often errs, and that pseudoscience 
may happen to stumble on the truth.”

-Karl R. Popper in Conjectures and Refutations (1963)



acupuncture
Afrocentrism
alchemy
ancient astronauts 
animal magnetism
anthropometry
astrology
astrotherapy
backmasking (backward Satanic messages)
Bermuda triangle
bioharmonics
biorhythms
Blaylock, Russell
blood type diet
Brain Gym®
brain typing
Buttar, Rashid D.O.
cellular memory
chemtrails
codependency
Consegrity
cosmobiology
clever Linda phenomenon
craniometry
creationism and creation science 
detoxification therapies
DHEA
Dianetics
DielectroKinetic Laboratories LifeGuard (DKL)
doomsday and doomsday cults
ear candling
electromagnetic field
electro-sensitives
e-meter
EM-Power disc
enneagram
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR)
facilitated communication
Fisher, Barbara Loe
Charles Fort
frontier medicine
Gerson therapy
global consciousness
Gordon, Jay M.D.
graphology
hollow Earth
Holocaust denial
homeopathy
Hubbard, L. Ron & Scientology
hypnosis
intelligent design
IQ and race
Dr. Eugen Jonas
Rauni Kilde
Q-Ray bracelet
lie detector
Lightning Process
lunar myths (the full moon)
Lysenkoism
malicious animal magnetism
manifesting
“Mars Effect”
maternal impressions
Joseph Mercola
mesmerism 
metoposcopy
microacupuncture
missing link
morphic resonance
Mozart Effect
Multi-frequency discrimination (MFD)
multiple personality disorder
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator®
natural
naturopathy
neuro-linguistic programming
New Age psychotherapies
New Thought
N’kisi and the N’kisi Project
occult statistics
optional starting and stopping
organic
orgone energy
parapsychology
pathological science 
penile plethysmograph
personology
The Phil Parker Lightning Process
phrenology
physiognomy
plant perception
The Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR)
pseudohistory
pseudoscience
psychoanalysis
pyramidiocy
The Quadro Tracker
Rath, Matthias
repressed memory therapy
reverse speech
Rorschach ink blot test
rumpology








